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Context and today’s game plan

● The provost and I worked together to develop a curated list of analytics exhibits that 
could, in principle, inform the Strategic Enrollment Plan

● We were biased towards exhibits that were
○ Visually compact & hopefully appealing
○ Relatively high frequency
○ Relatively high level (generally geared more for leadership and strategy)

■ But it’s important to note that we have a lot of analytics focuses on operational areas, too
● Everything here pulls from REX
● Not everything here is actively maintained
● This presentation is

○ Organized roughly around the recruitment cycle, then the retention cycle
● It is not

○ Comprehensive



Some additional context for non-SEP members 
Snippets from UMBC’s strategic plan, and self study (that are likely to be persistent)

● Employ information systems and analytics…to support student success throughout students’ 
careers at UMBC

● Improve undergraduate and graduate student progression through academic programs [and] 
reduce time to degree

Snippets from the Self Study (the next one starts sooner than you think!)

● We need to improve our ability to assess the results of strategic planning decisions [and] build our 
analytics capabilities

● We must improve our ability to monitor plans and results through the development of dashboards 
that are widely agree upon, accessible, and well understood

My big goals for today are

● To give you a sense of some the key issues leadership considers regarding enrollment (and its 
counterparts in success and progression).  

● To get thoughts and ideas on useful things we might do to support colleges and departments



Snippets of the Strategic Enrollment Plan

Probably common to most, probably largely persistent

● Recruitment, Admissions, and Marketing Infrastructure
○ use of data and technology to enhance recruitment, selection, and yield outcomes; build digital 

marketing expertise and strategy…we want students and families to be fully informed so that they can 
make good choices

● Student Success Infrastructure
○ [Use] analytics to enhance student success and retention…we want students who make the choice to 

attend UMBC to reach their goals and help them overcome any obstacles they may face

● Academic Flexibility
○ Increase flexibility & reduce barriers to support students’ efforts to graduate on a timeline that aligns 

with their expectations…we don’t want unexpected delays to become the enemy of long term plans

● Bottom line: the big pieces of university strategy are in alignment



My 2 cents

● A big issue (mentioned in the self study, by the way) that people grapple with 
is using the university’s capacity efficiently.  That means trying to manage and 
support changes in student’s demand for programs and majors

○ This is a key place where faculty and staff can, and do, help, especially by helping to manage 
surging demand in some areas and helping to recruit students in areas where demand is 
currently lower than the past

● Two more big challenges
○ The looming age-demographic cliff (they aren’t making as many 18 year olds as they used to, 

and the housing crisis and pandemic aren’t helping)
■ There is a potential 10-15% drop in “traditional” incoming college students projected to 

occur starting in 2025. It is being called the Enrollment Cliff or the Demographic Cliff
○ Learning losses (especially in math) during the pandemic

■ “States’ annual testing data for spring 2021 showed that unfinished learning in the wake 
of COVID-19 is most pronounced—and most troubling—in math”  NASBE

https://www.highereddive.com/news/colleges-can-steer-away-from-higher-eds-demographic-cliff/625367/
https://nasbe.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/2022/05/Sattem-Dawson-Peyser_May-2022-Standard.pdf


A picture of the enrollment cliff



analytics.umbc.edu

● Our intention is for it to be a curated
 portal



Who do we compete with?







A high frequency overview 
of the admissions cycle







Where are we relative to our goals?





Key pieces of the retention cycle





Using data to frame and act on big issues: an example





Coming attractions from data science: 




